Copyright Addendum

1. This Addendum hereby modifies the attached Publication Agreement concerning the following Article:

"Open or Shut" The Question of Public Access

(Manuscript title)

Off the Shelf

(Journal title)

2. The parties to the Publication Agreement and to this Addendum are:

Aaron Welborn

and

Washington University Libraries

(the Publisher)

3. In the event of any conflict between this Addendum and the Publication Agreement, the provisions of this Addendum prevail and the Publication Agreement shall be construed accordingly.

4. Notwithstanding any terms in the Publication Agreement to the contrary and in addition to the rights retained by Author or licensed by Publisher to Author in the Publication Agreement and any fair use rights of Author, Author and Publisher agree that the Author shall also retain the following rights:

- The Author shall, without limitation, have the non-exclusive right to submit the peer-reviewed version manuscript to the National Institutes of Health NIH upon acceptance of journal publication for public archiving in PubMed Central to be made publicly available within 12 months of publication by the Journal.

- The Author shall, without limitation, have the non-exclusive right to publicly display the peer-reviewed manuscript version of the Article in digital form over the Internet including but not limited to a website under the control of the funding agency or through any digital repository or other subject based digital repository.

- The Author shall, without limitation, have the non-exclusive right to use and/or publicly display the peer-reviewed manuscript version of the Article in digital form over the Internet including but not limited to a website under the control of the Author or the Author’s employer or through any digital repository or other subject based digital repository.

- The Author shall, without limitation, have the non-exclusive right to use or reproduce or distribute or create derivatives of all or part of the peer-reviewed manuscript version in electronic, digital or print form in connection with the Author’s teaching, conference presentations, lectures, other scholarly works, future publications and for all of Author’s academic and professional activities.

5. Final Agreement. This Addendum and the Publication Agreement, taken together, constitute the final agreement between the Author and the Publisher with respect to the publication of the Article. Any modification of or additions
to the terms of this Addendum or to the Publication Agreement must be in writing and executed by both Publisher and Author in order to be effective.

6. In the absence of Publisher's signature on this Addendum, publication of the Article by the Publisher will be deemed acceptance of the terms of this Addendum by the Publisher.
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